
This is how you can start
No one can force pupils to change anything about their handwriting. It must all come from them in the end.
What you are going to try to alter are actual movements of the body – movements that have long been
automated. You are also going to alter attitudes which may also be deeply ingrained and you have no idea who
or what influenced the writer in the habits or tensions that are now showing.

The questions below are a good start. They focus the writers’ attention on their own habits and problems in a
non-confrontational way. You can discuss any or all of the points with the pupil. In this way you will both start
with a better understanding of the issues involved – and of each other.

The collection of pens is a reminder of one of the best relaxing techniques for you to use. Collect as wide a
variety of writing implements as possible. These will include different types of points and different widths, from
the familiar biros to fibre tips and gel pens. This gives a choice of the many free flowing pen points. Then you
need a wide variety of handles – thick ones, thin ones, long ones, short ones and unusual angled ones like the
new Yoropen. Let the pupils try them, perhaps just writing their name with each one. They can then choose to
write with the one they find most comfortable and suited to their script. Occasionally this will, in itself, provide a
solution to their problem. It is always an interesting exercise and usually shows how the writing will improve as
the writer relaxes into an enjoyable and probably unexpected exercise.
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This is how you can start

Some so-called handwriting problems have little to do with the letters themselves. Your attitude to your handwriting, the
way you use your body, and any other problems with your school work will also affect how you write

It is simplest to consider your letters first. If someone explains what might be wrong with the way your letters are formed
you may be able to deal with that by yourself. There are pages like this one called ‘Spot your own mistakes’. Some of
you may find them useful. You yourself must be convinced that change is necessary, and want to make the appropriate
alterations. It is up to you in the end.

Handwriting needs to be automatic to leave your mind free to think about other
things. You want to concentrate on what you are writing, not what your hand is
doing. To get to this level you need proper training. If you've missed out earlier
on, this gives you another chance. Half the problem is understanding what is
wrong. Putting it right may be easier than you think.

First, ask yourself these questions:

Is my handwriting worse under pressure?

Does it hurt to write?

Is it so slow that I never get enough done?

Is it so fast that it looks sloppy?

Is it just my writing that is bad? What about other people’s?

Is it worth all the effort to improve things?

Ask yourself these questions again when you have dealt with your problems.




